Abstract. A proof is given for a generalization of a theorem of Mennicke that each member of a certain family of groups defined by generators and relations is finite. This leads to the following theorem on factorization of groups.
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Abstract. A proof is given for a generalization of a theorem of Mennicke that each member of a certain family of groups defined by generators and relations is finite. This leads to the following theorem on factorization of groups. Theorem. Let G be generated by abelian subgroups A, B, C, such that [A, B] < A, [B, C] < B, [C, A] < C; then the second derived group, G" is nilpotent of class at most 3.
Also proved is the analogue of the above theorem for Lie algebras.
Mennicke [1] gave the first example of a finite 3-generator 3-relator group. In particular he studied the group Gkkk as defined in Theorem 1 below. In studying Mennicke's examples we observe some interesting general results about factorizations by abelian groups. Since these depend only on the commutator calculus and since the Witt identity (cf. [2, p. 201] ) is similar to the Jacobi identity we are led also to a result on Lie algebras (Theorem 2 below).
Our first theorem is mentioned without proof in the last paragraph of [1] . We use the notation <(A/|7Y) (also (M\N = Nx}) for the group given by the set of generators denoted by M and with the relators TV (or relations N = Nx).
For K G G, (K} will denote the subgroup of G generated by K. Now the group Gr = <a, b\ab = ar) is a split extension [A](b) with <¿»> infinite cyclic and A a locally cyclic group, since for n a positive integer <a*"> < <a> and for m, n any integers with m > n <a*™) < <aé") (we see this latter by conjugating with a suitable b'). It follows easily that A is isomorphic to the subgroup of the additive rationals [m/r") with denominators a power of r. Any normal subgroup of Gr contains an element 60a0, with b0 G <t3>, a0 G A, and its conjugate by b, (b0a0)b; hence it contains a0~'ao which is an element of the form a""" (if a0 = 1, consider ¿»rf ' = b', t > 0, and è-' • ab'a~x = ar'~x). It follows that in every proper homomorphic image of G, the image of a is finite. Since a has infinite order by our assumptions, we conclude that the subgroup (a, b) of G", is isomorphic to G,. Now in G",, a(bC) = a(*r) = a? with <? = rs. Transforming this by c~x we get that (ac Y = (a<?)c ' = (ac ')*. Thus b normalizes <ac > as well as <a>.
We should note parenthetically that b normalizes <a> since <a>* < (a), but b is not in the normalizer of {a) since <a>* ^ <a>. This is related to the fact Finite groups generated by pairwise commuting abelian subgroups were studied by Wielandt, and finite groups generated by pairwise commuting nilpotent subgroups were studied by Wielandt and also by Kegel, culminating in the theorem that such a group is solvable (cf. [2, p. 273, Theorem IX.2 .f]). For infinite groups results are harder to obtain since the Sylow theory is not available. Prior to proving the theorem for groups, we prove the analogous theorem for Lie rings which may be illuminating.
We recall that in a Lie ring L the product of two elements a and b is denoted by the bracket [a, b\, Since the third of these summands is 0 we get that [[a, bx] , [b, c] ] is in Lx. But this is the general form of the typical generator of L"; and hence L" < L, and is nilpotent of class at most 3 as was to be proved. is in B. Thus [ax, ¿»2f ' = [[a, [c, b'% b2] is in G,.
If we now apply the Witt identity to the elements ax, b2, [c, b~x] we get [[a,b2x] , [c,b-x] ]b2 [[[c,b'x},a-x] b2]a=l
